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About 
Elephant 
Family

Our Vision

We create a future in which elephants 
and other species that share their 
habitat live in harmony with people, 
unthreatened.

Our Mission

Our mission is to power solutions that 
prevent conflict between people and 
elephants, demonstrating how humans 
and elephants can co-exist. We create 
safe homes for both elephants and 
people by reconnecting forest 
fragments, maintaining elephant 
migratory routes, and helping farmers 
protect their crops and homes..

Key Objectives  
During 2016

1. Power Conservation Interventions

2.  Change Government Policy  
and Corporate Practices

3. Generate Public Support 

Contents

Mist rising in Thailand’s Kaeng  
Krachan National Park

Cover image: Tea plantations alter natural 
habitats, and elephants dislike the taste  
of tea, but elephants passing through 
plantations in Valparai, India, benefit the 
landscape by eating the weeds growing 
beneath tea bushes, which in turn helps  
tea crops grow.



Leadership 
Message

The pressures on wild Asian elephants did not subside in 2016 and their 
survival remains in the balance. As Asia’s human population and 
economy booms, so the natural world is inevitably squeezed. With fewer 
than 50,000 remaining wild Asian elephants compared with nearly 
500,000 in Africa, it is clear that the crisis does not receive the attention, 
effort and funding required to turn back the tide.

More Asian elephants live outside of formal reserves than within them, which 
means the lives of humans and elephants are closely intertwined, living in a shared 
space. Mitigating human-elephant conflict is at the heart of our work, and in 2016 
we introduced new techniques to areas in South India, such as mobile phone 
alerts, to encourage a healthy distance between people and elephants. In Assam, 
India, we collaborated with local communities to voluntarily relocate villagers living 
in a human-wildlife conflict zone to improved homes in a safe region and with 
better access to education, clean water and other services. 

Wildlife crime is sadly not new. There is an active global trade in big cat skins and 
body parts, pangolins, ivory and anything else traders can market, often inventing 
stories that falsely link the product to traditional medicine. Working with field 
partners, our undercover investigations along the China/Myanmar border uncovered 
disturbing new trends involving hardened elephant skin that is turned into beads 
for jewellery, or ground into paste for face cream. This year we are developing 
intelligence-led interventions to disrupt that trade, including prosecutions and 
seizures. In Thailand, our investigative efforts led to a new law requiring that all 
elephant owners adopt a DNA registration system. This feat will prevent traders 
from illegally passing off wild-caught elephants as those that are born in captivity.

Being both lean and effective means delivering best practice on the ground. 
Elephant Family is proud to work with many of the best and brightest. Last year, for 
the first time in its history, we funded a staff position to support and coordinate the 
work of the IUCN Asian Elephant Specialist Group. One of the benefits was data 
sharing, by bringing members together from the 13 Asian elephant range states for 
the first time in a decade.

Elephant Family’s work is fuelled by you, our supporters. We are hugely grateful for 
the support we received from individuals, corporations and some of the most 
rigorous programmatic funders globally. Perhaps uniquely amongst conservation 
organisations, Elephant Family leverages that support by a factor of three. It is fair to 
say our fundraising events are legendary for combining fundraising with awareness 
and fun. The year 2016 was another epic year for Elephant Family events and 
storytelling. We hosted our second Animal Ball, which raised $2.5m / £1.7 million 
for conservation and reached more than 1.2 billion people through media coverage.

As I reflect on 2016, I am hugely proud of our achievements, but I am also acutely 
aware of the fact that the existence of wild Asian elephants hangs by a fragile 
thread. In the span of three generations, the world has lost half of its Asian 
elephants, and we cannot afford to lose more of these magnificent creatures.

Our work protecting Asian elephants depends on your continued support. We 
thank you for joining us on this journey.

Ruth Powys 
Sam Singh 
David Alexander 
Adam Haggiag

In Wayanad, Kerala, villagers have started 
growing ginger instead of rice along forest 
edges to deter elephants from coming to 
their fields and raiding their crops.  
© Annette Bonnier
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Asian 
Elephants 
In Crisis

In the span of 40 years, half of the world’s species 
have disappeared. Asian elephants are at risk of 
extinction, with populations having plummeted by 
90% during the last century.  As human populations 
expand, elephant habitat fragments. Asian elephants 
are now living in disconnected forests, inevitably 
locking them in a battle with people for resources  
and terrain.

The decline in the Asian 
elephant population in 
three generations

Asian elephants 
remaining in the wild

* African elephant source data: IUCN African Elephant Status 
Report, C.R. Thouless et al., 2016; Occasional Paper Series of the 
IUCN Species Survival Commission, No. 60.

* Asian Elephant source data: 2017 tabulations by IUCN Asian 
Elephant Specialist Group (pers. comm. Dr. Sandeep Tiwari).

*Median estimates.

-50%50K

# Country %
1 India 30,051 60.6
2 Sri Lanka 5,879 11.9
3 Malaysia

incl. Peninsular 
and Sabah, Borneo

3,383 6.8

4 Myanmar
(Burma)

3,000 6.1

5 Thailand 2,895 5.8
6 Indonesia

incl. Sumatra and 
Kalimantan, Borneo

1,780 3.6

7 Lao PDR 700 1.4
8 Bhutan 375 0.8
9 Cambodia 300 0.6

10 Bangladesh 299 0.6
11 China 231 0.5
12 Nepal 126 0.3

13 Vietnam 95 0.2
Total 49,566 99.1

 
By comparison, at least 415,428 
African elephants exist. So, for 
every 8 or 9 remaining African 
elephants, there’s only one wild 
Asian elephant.

elephants (39% of the global Asian 
elephant population) benefitted 
from Elephant Family’s work 

villages made safer by  
Elephant Family 

granted to 17 conservation projects

wild and captive elephants  
treated by Elephant Family’s  
vets in Sumatra

patrolling days in Asia to  
prevent wildlife crime

snare traps removed  
by anti-poaching patrol team

elephant dung samples collected 
over 5,600 sq km to identify 
elephant hotspots within Cambodia’s 
Southern Cardamom Mountains

increase in villagers’ paddy  
rice since 2015 due to Elephant 
Family funding 

13,537 181 

186

273 225%

212

371

£733K

Impact In 
Numbers
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Projects Across Asia

Human-Elephant  
 Conflict Mitigation

1   Understanding Human-Elephant 
Relationships 
Karnataka, India

2   Kerala Corridor Project, Wayanad 
Kerala, India

3   The Odisha Elephant Landscape 
Project 
Odisha, India

4   The Assam Corridors Project 
Assam, India

5   Analysing Elephant Behaviour in   
Human-Modified Landscapes 
Tamil Nadu, India

Habitat Conservation
6   Cardamom Mountains Elephant 

Survey & Human-Elephant Conflict 
Mitigation 
South-Eastern Cardamom Mountains 
 Landscape, Cambodia

7   Elephant Satellite Tracking & 
Land-Use Planning 
Sabah, Borneo, Malaysia

Wildlife Crime
8   Anti-Poaching Patrols 

Alaungdaw Kathapa and Rakhine 
Yoma National Parks, Myanmar 
(Burma)

9   Anti-Poaching Patrols 
Way Kambas, Sumatra, Indonesia

10   Detecting Illicit Elephant Trade 
Shan, Myanmar (Burma)

11   Preventing Elephant Trafficking   
through DNA Registration 
Chiang Mai, Thailand

Elephant Welfare
12   Elephant Health Care Programme  

& Wildlife Rescue 
Sumatra, Indonesia

Potential Growth
13  Sri Lanka

14  Bhutan

15  Thailand

16  Laos

17  Vietnam

18  Peninsula Malaysia Remaining Asian Elephant Range

 Elephant Corridor Locations, India

 Elephant Family Project Territory

101 Elephant Corridors, India

North-Western India Population
1.  Kansrau – Barkote
2.  Motichur – Barkot & Rishikesh
3.  Chilla – Motichur
4.  Motichur – Gohri
5.  Rawsan – Sonanadi  

(via Lansdowne Fd)
6.  Rawsan – Sonanadi (via Bijnor Fd)
7.  South Patlidun – Chilkiya
8.  Chilkiya – Kota
9.  Malani – Kota
10.  Fathehpur – Gadgadia
11.  Gola Rankhu and Gorai-Tanda
12.  Kilpura – Khatima – Surai

Southern India Population
13.  Karadikkal – Madeswara
14.  Tali
15.  Edayarhalli – Doddasampige
16.  Chamrajnagar – Talamalai  

at Muddahalli
17.  Chamrajnagar – Talamalai at Punjur
18.  Kaniyanpura – Moyar
19.  Moyar – Avarahalla
20.  Avarahalla – Sigur
21.  Kalmalai – Singara and Avarahalla
22.  Kalhatti – Sigur at Glencorin
23.  Talamalai – Guttiyalattur
24.  Kallar at Gandhapallayam
25.  Boolavampatti – Attapadi
26.  Anaimalai at Punachi
27.  Anaimalai at Waterfalls Estate
28.  Anaimalai between Siluvaimedu 

– Kadamparai
29.  Vazhachal – Anamalai via Sholayar
30.  Vazhachal – Anamalai via Ryan
31.  Pilavukal – Kovilar
32.  Mudumalai – Nilambur via O’ Valley
33.  Mudumalai – Mukurthi
34.  Nilambur Kovilakam  

– New Amarambalam
35.  Nilambur at Appankappu
36.  Tirunelli – Kudrakote
37.  Kottiyur – Periya
38.  Periya at Pakranthalam

North-Eastern India Population
39.  Mahananda – Kolbari
40.  Apalchand – Mahananda
41.  Apalchand – Gorumara
42.  Apalchand – Kalimpong  

at Mal Block (via Sylee)
43.  Apalchand – Kalimpong  

at Mal Block (via Meenglass)
44.  Chapramari – Kalimpong  

(Mal Block)
45.  Moraghat – Central Diana
46.  Rethi – Central Diana
47.  Rethi – Moraghat
48.  Titi – Rethi via Dumchi
49.  Titi – Rethi

50.  Buxa – Titi (via Torsa)
51.  Buxa – Titi (via Beech  

and Barnbari Te)
52.  Nimati – Chilapata
53.  Buxa – Ripu at Sankosh
54.  Bornadi - Khalingduar
55.   Pakke – Doimara at Tipi
56.   Pakke – Doimara at Dezling
57.   Pakke – Papum at Longka Nullah
58.   Pakke – Papum at Seijosa Nullah
59.   Durpong – Doimukh  

at Khundakhuwa
60.   Dulung – Subansiri
61.   D’ering – Mebo at Sigar Nullah
62.   D’Ering-Dibru Saikowa
63.   Kotha – Burhidihing
64.   Upper Dihing East – Upper  

Dihing West Block at Bogapani
65.   Upper Dihing East – Upper Dihing 

West Block Between Golai – Pawai
66.  Kalapahar – Daigurung
67.  Kaziranga – Karbi Anglong  

at Panbari
68.   Kaziranga – Karbi Anglong  

at Haldibari
69.  Kaziranga – Karbi Anglong  

at Kanchanjuri
70.  Kaziranga – Karbi Anglong  

at Deochur
71.  Kukurakata – Bagser at Amguri
72.   Baghmara – Balpakram
73.  Siju – Rewak
74.  Rewak – Imangiri
75.   Nokrek – Imangiri
76.  Ranggira – Nokrek

Central India  Population
77.  Mahilong – Kalimati
78.   Chandil – Matha
79.   Dalma – Chandil
80.   Dalma – Rugai
81.   Jhunjhaka – Banduan
82.   Dalapani – Kankrajhor
83.  Dumriya – Kundaluka  

and Murakanjiya
84.   Dumriya – Nayagram
85.   Anjadbera – Bichaburu
86.   Leda – Bera
87.  Ankua – Ambia
88.   Karo – Karampada
89.   Badampahar – Dhobadhobin
90.   Badampahar – Karida East
91.   Baula – Kuldiha
92.  Similipal – Satkosia
93.   Anantapur – Aswakhola
94.  Aswakhola – Sunajhari
95.  Kahneijena – Anantapur
96.  Tal – Kolgarh
97.  Nuagaon – Baruni
98.   Buguda – Central
99.  Kotagarh – Pankhalgudi
100. Jashpur – South Surguja via Sitapur
101. Jashpur – South Surguja via Sitapur

2014–2017

As human populations expand, elephant 
habitats are squeezed. 101 elephant 
corridors have been mapped out across 
India to ensure existing migratory routes  
are kept intact. We also support forest 
protection across Asia and work to mitigate 
human-elephant conflict. 

Elephant Family MapElephant Family Map
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Wildlife Crime 
Prevention

Tackling Illicit Trade 

Elephant Family supports on the ground 
conservation interventions that protect 
Asian elephants, their habitats, and the 
people and wildlife living alongside them. In 
2016, we set our sights on the illegal wildlife 
trade, focusing on the burgeoning trade in 
elephant parts and skins along the China/
Myanmar border. 

During 2016, Elephant Family undertook an 
ambitious undercover investigation into online and 
market trading of elephant skins and parts in 
Myanmar and China. Our work exposed the use of 
elephant skin as it is dried, cut into pieces, and 
sold on the black market. We also discovered a 
new product involving the use of hardened skin 
turned into blood red beads for jewellery. This 
appalling trade is relatively new and on the rise: it 
grew 25% between 2013-2016.

We presented our findings, together with issues 
involving the illegal trade of live Asian elephants 
for tourism, at the Convention on International 
Trade in Endangered Species for Wild Fauna and 
Flora (CITES) Conference in Johannesburg—
putting these previously unknown threats on the 
table. All of our recommendations passed.

Illegal wildlife trade has become the world’s fourth 
most lucrative criminal industry after drugs, 
human trafficking and weapons. It is big business 
worth more than $10 billion a year.

Our next step is to develop a range of 
mechanisms to halt illegal wildlife trade. Working 
with range states, we will expand anti-poaching 
patrols across Asia to better detect (and ultimately 
prosecute) cross-border wildlife trade. Our 
investment in stronger intelligence is also critical if 
we are to crack down on criminal end markets 
and sources fueling the trade. If we can disrupt the 
trade, we will not only safeguard the lives of 
countless endangered elephants but will also 
protect other trafficked species—including 
pangolins, tigers and leopards—that share  
their habitat.

Key Objectives 
and Project 
Highlights
1. Power Conservation Interventions
2.  Change Government Policy  

and Corporate Practices
3. Generate Public Support

Project Highlights

“By conducting undercover 
investigations into the illegal 
trade in elephants and their parts, 
Elephant Family has developed 
an in-depth understanding of 
the current trends and modus-
operandi of trafficking networks. 
The findings have enabled them 
to provide greater support to 
local enforcement agencies and 
increase global awareness of 
developing trade in Asian 
elephant parts.” 
— Justin Gosling, law enforcement consultant

“You can cut a tree down and  
it grows back. Once a species  
goes, it is gone forever.” 
—  The late Mark Shand, Elephant Family’s founder

Poachers set aside an elephant trunk, which will be 
sold as meat, as they skin the deceased animal for 
other products. © Aung Myo Chit for Smithsonian 
Conservation Ecology Centre

The key to conserving wide-ranging 
species is maintaining corridors connected 
with heritage site strongholds, such as 
Kaziranga National Park.

Powering Conservation Interventions
Project Highlights
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In 2010, a Conservation Response Unit was 
launched to protect Way Kambas National Park and 
its 180 elephant residents. In 2016, we supported 
park staff and our field partners at WCS Indonesia 
to bring SMART Patrolling to Way Kambas. 
SMART (the Spatial Monitoring and Reporting 
Tool) is a powerful combination of software, 
training materials, and patrolling standards that 
helps conservationists and rangers monitor 
wildlife, and identify and respond to threats—from 
elephant poaching to illegal logging—while 
generally improving patrolling effectiveness.

From April to December 2016, teams working there 
conducted 81 patrol trips over 212 days, covering 
1,025 km on foot, which resulted in the removal of 
over 250 snares and arrests of at least eight people.

Around the world, SMART helps conservationists 
and rangers combat wildlife trade. It has been 
implemented at more than 140 sites in 31 
countries, and Elephant Family has been 
instrumental in its adoption in Sumatra. 

Wildlife Crime 
Prevention 

Funding the Frontline, Sumatra

We have expanded anti-poaching patrols  
in Sumatra’s dense forests to crack down  
on illegal trade in ivory and other wildlife 
products.

Elephant Welfare 
and Conservation

Health and Rescue of Wild and 
Captive Elephants, Sumatra

The Sumatran elephant is the most critically 
endangered elephant in the world with 
fewer than 1,700 individuals left in the wild, 
which is why we are making Sumatran 
elephant conservation a key priority. In 
collaboration with the Veterinary Society for 
Sumatran Wildlife Conservation (VESSWIC), 
we support the care of hundreds of captive 
Asian elephants. 

These animals landed in captivity when, in the 
1980s, the Sumatran government captured 
elephants in hopes of reducing human-elephant 
conflict on the island. We fund the only 
veterinary team in Sumatra that cares for captive 
elephants. We work with them to improve 
management practices so that captive Sumatran 
elephants enjoy the highest possible quality of 
life. When incidents involving wild elephants 
arise across the island, our veterinary partners 
quickly respond. 

In 2016 the vets with whom we work treated over 
185 captive and wild elephants.  VESSWIC made 
over 50 field visits to 19 locations scattered 
across five provinces. Such work included: 
responding to 10 incidents involving wild 
elephants; advising on the care of four 
abandoned elephant calves rescued deep in the 
Sumatran jungle; and helping to resolve 3 
incidents of human-elephant conflict.

Powering Conservation Interventions
Project Highlights
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Human-Elephant 
Conflict Mitigation

Saving Odisha’s Landscape, India

Odisha has become a graveyard for elephants. 
685 elephants have died due to human-
elephant conflict - an elephant death toll that 
accounts for over 45% of elephant deaths 
across India. Human-wildlife conflict has also 
led to the death of more than 660 people.

This highly industrialised state is breaking up 
elephant habitat and becoming a deadly labyrinth 
of mines, open wells and railways. Our presence in 
Odisha facilitates creation of safe passages for 
elephants, which simultaneously prevents 
human-elephant conflict. Simple considerations 
can ensure safe passage. For instance, the 
steepness of slopes impacts wildlife movement. 
Footholds at elephant crossings and overpasses 
with natural plant growth will help otherwise 
perplexed animals safely pass through human-
modified landscapes.

This year, after 6 elephants died falling into 
exposed wells spread across the state, Elephant 
Family and our field partners, the Wildlife 
Protection Society of India (WPSI) and the Wildlife 
Society or Orissa (WSO), developed three 
innovative well-guard prototypes and mapped out 
over 100 locations that pose similar threats. We 
are working closely with the Forest Department to 
ensure that well-guards are effectively installed 
and rolled out across the state.

We are also going on the offensive by halting 
problematic development before it begins. Last 
October, with our local partner, we petitioned 
India’s National Green Tribunal to uphold 
protection of 14 elephant corridors when they 
were threatened by illegal commercial activities.

Finally, we helped to prevent the electrocution  
of countless elephants in the Ganjam district in 
Odisha, reducing the elephant death toll from 6 in 
2013 to zero this year. We continue to support the 
Forest Department while raising awareness about 
illegal practices used to keep elephants from 
human communities, such as electrified traps; 
and work closely with farmers to stop elephant 
crop raids from happening in the first place.

Saving Lives in Valparai  
and Hassan

Elephant Family funds pioneering projects in 
South India that protect local communities via 
early warning systems that update people on 
elephant activity in their vicinity. 

2016 was another year without any human-
elephant deaths in Valparai, South India. Using 
text messaging, voice calls, signal lights, TV, and 
bus announcements, we were able to warn local 
communities about nearby elephant movements. 

We supported our field parter, NCF, to expand to 
Hassan, one of the most notorious human-
elephant conflict districts in India. Crucially, we are 
the only NGO currently working there. In 2014, in 
response to escalating human-wildlife conflict, the 
government ordered the capture of 22 wild 
elephants. It was the largest single capture ever 
carried out in India. 

Elephant Family’s efforts in Hassan have already 
proven successful. In a span of two months, our 
warning systems prevented 2 human fatalities. 
Our ongoing commitment in the region will reduce 
conflict and future elephant captures.

“After 10’clock at night I use text 
messages and warning lights since  
I have to walk home on a path that’s 
surrounded by forest. These tools 
offer the only information I have 
about elephant locations.” 
— Vijaylakshmi, tea estate work in Valparai

A local villager in Valparai 
© Kalyan Varma

Powering Conservation Interventions
Project Highlights
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Understanding 
Elephant Stress

How does our presence impact wild elephants? 
To answer this question, we are funding a study 
that assesses how elephants respond to life in 
places with an increasing number of people. We 
are looking at behavioural impacts and 
reproduction, as well as physiological effects by, 
among other things, measuring elephants’ stress 
hormones. Our findings will inform wildlife 
management plans and government decisions. 
For instance, we and our conservation partners 
can point to our research whenever 
development plans threaten elephant habitat or 
risk increasing human-elephant conflict.

Reconnecting 
Elephant Routes 
in Assam

Asian elephants are naturally mobile 
creatures, with home ranges as large as 600 
sq. km. But human expansion disrupts their 
movements, relegating many populations to 
tiny patches of land. Elephant Family 
understands the importance of securing 
elephant corridors to improve connectivity 
while preventing human-elephant conflict.

However, carving out space for wildlife is a 
challenge that requires creative solutions. Last 
March, we collaborated with local communities 
living alongside a crucial elephant corridor in 

Assam’s Kaziranga Karbi Anglong landscape to 
secure the voluntary relocation of 100 villagers to a 
new location. These families now enjoy newly built 
brick houses, their own agricultural land (1.3 acres 
per family), and new cooking equipment that has 
already reduced their consumption of firewood by 
27%. In 2016 their agricultural endeavors yielded 
1,510 kg in paddy rice - an increase of 225% from 
2015. And a proposal for a new school has been 
approved. 

We have also worked with relocated villagers to 
dismantle their former homes and plant 
indigenous trees, both of which have encouraged 
the return of elephants to the area. Monitoring of 
the new wildlife corridor shows that elephants 
aren’t the only animals enjoying it: among others, 
leopards, jungle cats, and civets have been 
spotted passing through. We are currently 
discussing a similar relocation with another 
nearby village.

Powering Conservation Interventions

Young members of the relocated community pose in 
front of one of the homes we built in the new village, 
where kids can now play safely away from wild animals.

Project Highlights
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Habitat 
Conservation

Cardamom Mountains Elephant 
Survey, Cambodia

Half of Cambodia’s estimated 300-400 wild 
elephants inhabit the Cardamom 
Mountains, where under Pol Pot’s 1970s 
reign the Khmer Rouge formed one of its 
last strongholds. Decades of instability (and 
pervasive large mammal hunting) 
negatively impacted wildlife and precluded 
adequate ecological surveys.  

Definitive, scientifically sound surveys that 
adequately estimate elephant numbers have not 
taken place in up to 80% of Cambodia’s elephant 
habitat. Assessing baseline population numbers 
and locations is crucial to determining 
conservation plans; this information also helps 
predict future human-elephant conflict. 

Cambodia promises habitat and hope: the country 
offers one of the four largest areas in Southeast 
Asia identified for Asian elephant recovery. 

To better understand the landscape and the 
elephants living within it, we supported an 
ambitious elephant survey in 2016. With our 
conservation partners, FFI Cambodia and the 
Cambodian Elephant Conservation Group, we 
surveyed an area spanning 5,600 sq. km, an area 
larger than the Grand Canyon. By extracting DNA 
from 371 dung samples, we can establish a 
baseline population estimate and identify elephant 
activity hotspots in the Southern Cardamoms.

Our work in the Cardamom Mountains also 
proactively addresses human-elephant conflict 
mitigation techniques so that villagers who have 
settled in the region can safely live beside with 
elephants. Farmers tested elephant-deterrent 
tools, such as blinking and motion detector lights, 
beehives, chilli peppers, and bamboo fences. 

Stopping Developers in  
their Tracks, Borneo

In Borneo, demand for palm oil threatens 
elephants’ already fragmented habitat.  

Elephant Family funds the use of radio collars 
and camera traps to track elephants across 
three regions in Borneo. Our findings help us 
better understand elephant movements across a 
rapidly changing landscape and provide 
conclusive evidence of the palm oil industry’s 
detrimental impacts, which we can present to 
governments and companies in the face of 
future developments. This work has become a 
signature Elephant Family project and one that 
underscores that long-term scientific studies 
provide powerful data that not only protects 
elephants but also mitigates human-elephant 
conflict. 

Powering Conservation Interventions
Project Highlights
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Collaborating 
with Experts

Asian Elephant Specialist Group

The Asian Elephant Specialist Group is the 
most important science and knowledge forum 
for academics and field conservationists 
across Asian elephant range countries. 
However, until recently, its members lacked 
the capacity to share knowledge, offer expert 
opinion to policy-makers, and scale-up 
solutions—except on a volunteer, ad hoc basis.

For the first time in history, Elephant Family 
funded a post for a full-time coordinator. Now the 
group benefits from seminars, conference calls, 
meetings and a better website to facilitate 
information flow, helping to ensure implementation 
of best practice while avoiding duplicative efforts. 

In November 2016, the specialist group came 
together for the first time in over a decade. The 
meeting saw 75 Asian elephant experts from 15 
countries gather in Guwahati, India, to develop 
conservation solutions that will maintain space for 
Asian elephants in our increasingly crowded world.

At the meeting, we made a three-year 
commitment to the group, ensuring that we 
continue working with our fellow experts to 
achieve positive Asian elephant conservation 
outcomes and reduced human-elephant conflict.

Science and Knowledge

Elephant Family works with the best and 
brightest field conservationists to develop 
and implement innovative solutions that 
drive long-lasting results and redefine the 
way we approach conservation at large. 
Thank you to all the steadfast experts who 
served as our conservation advisors in  
2016 and helped us save Asia’s largest  
land mammal.

 ▶ Vivek Menon, MSc
 ▶ Belinda Wright, OBE
 ▶ M. Ananda Kumar, PhD
 ▶ Benoit Goossens, PhD
 ▶ Simon Hedges, MSc
 ▶ Nuzhafarina Othman, PhD
 ▶ Sandeep Kumar Tiwari, PhD

“In every remote corner of  
the world there are people 
who have devoted their lives 
to saving threatened species. 
Very often, their determination 
is all that stands between  
an endangered species  
and extinction.”
—  Mark Carwardine, zoologist  

and conservationist 

Powering Conservation Interventions
Vivek Menon, Chair of the Asian Elephant 
Specialist Group, took the podium at the 
pivotal November 2016 meeting.

Project Highlights
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The Illegal Trade in Live Asian 
Elephants

The illegal trade in live elephants for tourism and 
poaching for elephant body parts is decimating 
already fragile Asian elephant populations. During 
2016, Elephant Family ensured completion of a 
comprehensive review of laws in range states, as 
well as government awareness and policy in 
nearly every country where Asian elephants 
reside.

The report was presented at the 17th Convention 
on International Trade in Endangered Species for 
Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES) Conference of 
Parties (CoP) in September, and all of our 
recommendations successfully passed. We 
continue to work closely with range states and will 
hold a series of workshops to ensure all measures 
are effectively and efficiently implemented.

Thailand’s DNA System

Weak laws and registration systems facilitate the 
illegal trade in baby elephants to tourism 
destinations. We are constantly looking for 
creative ways to halt illegal trade using law and 
policy, as well as technology. Our past series of 
investigations in Thailand and Myanmar exposed 
the baby elephant trade, and in October 2016 
Thailand acted by announcing a new law 
mandating that all elephant owners adopt a DNA 
registration system. The new system will help keep 
track of all captive elephants and ensure that 
elephants can no longer be smuggled from the 
wild and disguised as captive-born. We are now 
encouraging four other Asian elephant range 
states to adopt similar methods by June 2018. 
Meanwhile, we are collaborating with DNA 
experts to develop affordable DNA testing 
technologies, such as a simple cheek swab and 
lab test.

Changing 
Government 
Policy and 
Corporate 
Practices

Elephant Family lobbies and works with 
governments and corporations to create 
and implement policies that safeguard 
elephants and their threatened habitats. 
Leveraging our conservation expertise and 
existing partnerships, we are uniquely 
positioned to guide governments and 
corporations as they implement strategies 
that drive long-term solutions.

Changing Government Policy and Corporate Practices
A simple DNA check is performed 
through a cheek swab and lab 
analysis at a cost of under £8.  
© TRACE Wildlife Forensics Network

Project Highlights
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Elephant Parade India

As India’s human population continues to expand 
at unprecedented levels, elephants are witnessing 
their habitats destroyed. Last April, Their Royal 
Highnesses The Duke and Duchess of Cambridge 
kicked off Elephant Family’s campaign, Elephant 
Parade India 2017, which will bring 101 painted 
elephant statues to the streets of Mumbai to 
highlight the 101 elephant corridors that have been 
mapped out across India. We have also begun 
lobbying Corporate India for a Åí20 million match 
to secure these crucial corridors, thus 
safeguarding the lives of India’s endangered 
elephants.

Raising 
Awareness  
and Public 
Engagement

The Asian elephant’s existence is hanging by 
a fragile thread and often goes unnoticed. 
But we are determined to raise awareness 
and engagement through campaigns, 
storytelling, and public relations. In doing so, 
we aim to mobilize millions of global citizens.

In 2016, we amplified our media and storytelling 
efforts and reached a global audience of over 1.4 
billion people. Our media activities boost the Asian 
elephant’s profile, ensuring its conservation 
becomes a top priority among numerous groups. 
Coupled with our conservation interventions, 
lobbying efforts, corporate partnerships, and unique 
events, we are moving the needle towards protecting 
Asia’s largest land mammal against extinction.

Public Relations Milestones – 2016

 ▶ Extensive media coverage with over 250 press 
stories on Asian elephants; reached an 
audience of over 1.4 billion people.

 ▶ Increased social media reach by over 50%; 
added over 118,000 Facebook supporters and 
increased presence on Instagram and Twitter.

 ▶ Secured features and cover articles in The 
Guardian, The Independent, National 
Geographic Kids, and The Mail on Sunday, 
among others.

 ▶ Collaborated with 40 of the world’s leading 
fashion houses—including Burberry, Jimmy 
Choo, and Sabyasachi-- for The Animal Ball. 

 ▶ And London’s finest clubs and restaurants, 
among them Annabel’s and Brown’s Hotel. 

 ▶ Won the Third Sector Fundraising Event of the 
Year award for Travels to my Elephant. 

 ▶ Special exhibition at the Victoria & Albert 
Museum in honor of The Animal Ball.

Generating Public Support

Millions are needed to secure 
Indian elephant corridors, and 
until now Elephant Family has 
predominantly contributed to 
this cause by raising funds in 
the West. Elephant Parade 
India aims to now mobilise 
more in-country support for 
Asian elephants and their 
habitat as has been achieved 
for India’s tigers.

While visiting Assam’s Kaziranga Discovery 
Park, Their Royal Highnesses The Duke and 
Duchess of Cambridge painted one of the 
elephant sculptures that Elephant Parade 
India will feature. 

Project Highlights
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Creative 
Conservation in 
London and 
Beyond

In addition to powering conservation projects, 
Elephant Family raises awareness and funds 
through creative conservation campaigns. This 
approach has seen us work with over 1,000 artists, 
fashion houses, jewellers and architects and 
execute 8 large-scale public art exhibitions. From 
racing rickshaws to life-size painted elephant 
sculptures and animal themed Fabergé eggs, 
Elephant Family shines a multi-coloured spotlight 
on Asia’s elephants. 

This year we hosted the second Animal Ball, 
which saw the world’s greatest fashion houses 
collaborate to dress beautiful creatures from all 
corners of British and international society in 
couture animal masks. Forty dinners were held 
simultaneously around the capital on the night of 
the ball, hosted by leading supporters, including: 
HRH The Duchess of Cornwall at Clarence House; 
HRH Princess Eugenie at The Art’s Club; Matthew 
Williamson at Balthazar; and Zac and Ben 
Goldsmith at 5 Hertford Street. In partnership with 
Selfridges, Lion Guardians, Space for Giants and 
The Aspinall Foundation, an 800-strong guest list 
came together to celebrate and protect nature’s 
greatest masterpieces.

 

“The Animal Ball is the best fun 
you can have saving the earth.” 
— Sabyasachi Mukherji, Fashion Designer

London’s Victoria & Albert museum also featured 
the mask collection in a dazzling exhibition 
showcasing tawny owl, Bengal tiger, and 
hummingbird masks crafted by Burberry, 
Sabyasachi, and Jimmy Choo, respectively.

“A brilliant and inspired 
evening from the team at 
Elephant Family, a charity 
founded by my late Uncle and 
one that is close to my heart. 
Congratulations on once again 
surpassing all expectations.  
A spectacular feat.” 
— Ben Elliot, Patron

The event raised  
£1.7 million that will  
power the protection of our 
planet’s most endangered 
elephant species

These funds support Asian 
elephants, as well as lowland 
mountain gorillas, African 
elephants, and African lions  
via our conservation event 
partners: The Aspinall 
Foundation, Space for  
Giants and Lion Guardians.

Through the event and  
media, the Animal Ball  
reached over 1.2 billion  
people across the globe 

Fashion photographer Mario Testino wore 
Sabyasachi to The Animal Ball.

Creative Conservation
Project Highlights
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Creative Partners 
and Sponsors 

Fashion Houses

Thank you to the talented fashion houses 
that brought the animal kingdom to life on 
the night of The Animal Ball and helped 
raise crucial funds for nature’s greatest 
masterpieces.

Creative Conservation

Creative Partners 
and Sponsors 

Clubs and Restaurants

A heartfelt thank you goes out to London’s 
finest restaurants, private member clubs 
and notable private homes for hosting  
The Animal Ball dinners across London.  

Creative Conservation
Project HighlightsProject Highlights
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Creative Conservation

Top left: Galen and Hilary Weston.  Top right:  Eugenie Niarchos, 
Dana Alikhani, Tatiana Santo Domingo, Noor Fares and Sabine 
Getty wearing their own creations. Bottom: Lily Cole, Philip 
Colbert, and friends in Rodnik gorilla masks.  
© Dave Benett

Artist and Designer Rui Xu  
wore one of her own designs  
at the 2016 Animal Ball.  
© Rui Xu

Project Highlights
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Finance 
Summary

United  
Kingdom

United States

Conservation grants paid in the year Conservation grants paid in the year

Reserve funds Reserve funds

£409,355

$262,290

$249,121

£773,010

Finance Summary
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We Are 
Family

We helped 100 villagers move away from  
a human-elephant conflict zone and into  
a safer area with newly built homes.

Field Partners

We are extremely grateful to all of our field partners. 
Working with them, we are able to turn our objectives 

into on-the-ground conservation solutions. 

 ▶ Cambodian Elephant Conservation Group (CECG)

We Are Family
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Trust and Foundations

As a charity, Elephant Family relies heavily on the 
generous support of independent grant makers and 
business partners. Thank you for helping power our 

vital conservation work.

 ▶ Marjorie Coote Animal 
Charity Trust

 ▶ Alice Noakes Memorial 
Charitable Trust

 ▶ Dumbreck Charity
 ▶ Ian Mactaggart Trust
 ▶ Walker 597 Animal Trust

 ▶ Beaverbrook Foundation
 ▶ Brampton Charitable Trust

 ▶ Olswang
 ▶ LoveBrand & Co
 ▶ Highgrove

 ▶ Pink Elephant
 ▶ Bellerby & Co 
Globemakers

 ▶ Bangle Up
 ▶ Sundari
 ▶ NEXT PLC

 ▶ Work For Good
 ▶ Clicks
 ▶ Mount Street Printers 

The  
Eranda Rothschild 

Foundation 

Jonathon & Kathleen 
Altman Foundation

Corporations

Donors

The generous support of these incredible individuals 
has put rocket fuel under Elephant Family’s dynamic 
projects, which are saving the lives of both elephants 

and people across Asia.

 ▶ Adam Haggiag
 ▶ Ajay Chawla
 ▶ Akbar Shamji
 ▶ Alan O’Sullivan
 ▶ Alexander Lebedev
 ▶ Alexandra Chong
 ▶ Amber Le Bon
 ▶ Amanda Louise Staveley
 ▶ Anastasios Leventis
 ▶ Andrea Gaie Scouller
 ▶ Andrew & Maggie 
Draycott

 ▶ Annabel Wates
 ▶ Augusta Tigrett
 ▶ Ayesha Shand
 ▶ Ayman Daouk
 ▶ Ben Elliot
 ▶ Ben & Jemima Goldsmith
 ▶ Bruce & Shadi Ritchie
 ▶ Caroline Tisdall
 ▶ Carter Pottash
 ▶ Cathleen Ihasz
 ▶ Charlie Forbes
 ▶ Charlotte & Philip Colbert 
 ▶ Christopher Evans
 ▶ Damian Aspinall
 ▶ Damian Hoare
 ▶ Darren Baggett
 ▶ David & Jayne Alexander 
 ▶ David & Jennifer Pears
 ▶ Derrick D’Souza & 
Hannah Garner

 ▶ Divyesh Mittal
 ▶ Dominic Spencer-
Churchill

 ▶ Duncan and Ellen 
McFarland

 ▶ Eduardo Tamayo
 ▶ Eleanor & David Holloway

 ▶ Emma McCarthy
 ▶ Evgeny Lebedev
 ▶ Fardad Ghodoussi
 ▶ Flora Brudenell-Bruce
 ▶ Flora Mascolo
 ▶ Frank Cintamani
 ▶ Galen and Hilary Weston
 ▶ Ganesh Ramani
 ▶ Goetz Von Bueren
 ▶ Harry Dalmeny
 ▶ Henry Brett
 ▶ Henry Brudenell-Bruce
 ▶ Henry Smith
 ▶ Jacco Reijtenbagh 
 ▶ Jack Brockway
 ▶ James Woolf 
 ▶ Jeff Twentyman
 ▶ Jemma Hewlett
 ▶ Joachim Chao
 ▶ Joann McPike
 ▶ John Evans
 ▶ Jonathan Hewlett
 ▶ Jonathan Sieff
 ▶ Julien Sahyoun
 ▶ Karen Yerburgh
 ▶ Kathryn McCarthy
 ▶ Kevin Burke
 ▶ Lars & Ragnhild 
Jacobsson

 ▶ Lita Livanos
 ▶ Loic Gouzer
 ▶ Louis Steven
 ▶ Luke and Alice Irwin
 ▶ Oleg Deripaska
 ▶ Omar al Fayed
 ▶ Matthew Williamson
 ▶ Mark & Anne Stewart
 ▶ Martin B Hughes
 ▶ Maureen Page

 ▶ Mehrdad Ghodoussi
 ▶ Mercedes Zobel
 ▶ Michael Wilshaw 
 ▶ Mohamed Amersi
 ▶ Nicki & Rekha Von 
Bueren

 ▶ Nicholas Kirkwood
 ▶ Nicholas Robinson
 ▶ Nic Imrie
 ▶ Nicola Ihasz
 ▶ Nina Siemiatkowski
 ▶ Paddy Mark
 ▶ Pandora Cooper-Key
 ▶ Paul Brakspear
 ▶ Philippe Kjellgren
 ▶ Pilar & Michael Boxford
 ▶ Poonam & Puneet Gupta
 ▶ Pontine Cecilie Paus
 ▶ Ram Sundaram & Preethi 
Krishna

 ▶ Reg Stewart
 ▶ Roland Gardner
 ▶ Richard Nagy
 ▶ Riccardo Lanza
 ▶ Richard Caring
 ▶ Richard Lamb
 ▶ Robert Yerburgh
 ▶ Paul Brakspear
 ▶ Sam Monteiro
 ▶ Sam Singh
 ▶ Sanjit Talukdar
 ▶ Shaikh Abdulla bin 
Hamad Al Khalifa

 ▶ Shane Clifford
 ▶ Sean Harding
 ▶ Serena Cook
 ▶ Simon and Yasmin  
Le Bon

 ▶ Simon Thomas
 ▶ Simon Turner and Holly 
Bellingham-Turner

 ▶ Sir David Tang KBE
 ▶ Sir Evelyn de Rothschild
 ▶ Sneha Rateria
 ▶ Stephen McHugh Waris 
Ahluwalia

 ▶ Sumed Jaiswal
 ▶ Sylvie Chantecaille
 ▶ Tom Parker Bowles
 ▶ Toby & Lucy Watson
 ▶ Tommy Sandretto
 ▶ Tony Shafrazi
 ▶ Zac Goldsmith
 ▶ Zara Porter-Hill
 ▶ Riaz Valani
 ▶ Rocco Gardener
 ▶ Ted Moscoso
 ▶ Waris Ahluwalia

We Are FamilyWe Are Family
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Patrons, Ambassadors, and Trustees

Royal Presidents

 ▶ Their Royal Highnesses 
The Prince of Wales and 
The Duchess of Cornwall

Hon Life Patrons

 ▶ Annabel Elliot
 ▶ Goldie Hawn
 ▶ Sir Evelyn de Rothschild 

Patrons

 ▶ HRH Princess Eugenie  
of York

 ▶ His Highness Shaikh 
Abdulla bin Hamad  
Al Khalifa

 ▶ His Highness Maharaja Gaj 
Sing II of Marwar-Jodphur

 ▶ Waris Ahluwalia

 ▶ Lord & Lady Bamford
 ▶ Aisha Cahn
 ▶ James Caan
 ▶ Richard Caring
 ▶ Nicholas Coleridge, CBE
 ▶ Bipin Desai
 ▶ Ben Elliot
 ▶ Geordie Greig
 ▶ Jools Holland, OBE DL
 ▶ Michael Howells
 ▶ Ömer Koç
 ▶ Rula Lenska
 ▶ Marc Quinn
 ▶ Sir Tim Rice
 ▶ Ayesha Shand
 ▶ Lady Catherine St 
Germans

 ▶ Sir David Tang, KBE
 ▶ Priya & Cyrus Vandrevala
 ▶ Hilary & Galen Weston
 ▶ The Marchioness of 
Worcester

 ▶ Henry Wyndham
 ▶ Sarah, Duchess of York
 ▶ Mercedes Zobel

Ambassadors

 ▶ Peter Bellerby
 ▶ Geneviève Britton
 ▶ Kate Brown
 ▶ Rebecca Campbell
 ▶ Simon Emery
 ▶ Nicolas Imrie
 ▶ Lars & Ragnhild 
Jacobsson

 ▶ Joanna Lumley
 ▶ Rohan Masson-Taylor
 ▶ Zara Porter Hill
 ▶ Mark Stewart
 ▶ Bruno Wang

UK Board  
of Trustees

 ▶ David Alexander (Chair)
 ▶ Patrick Mark
 ▶ Rob Aldous
 ▶ Sonya Timms

 ▶ Feh Tarty
 ▶ Nickie Sherlock
 ▶ Nigel Miller
 ▶ Belinda Stewart-Cox, OBE

US Board  
of Trustees

 ▶ Adam Haggiag (Chair)
 ▶ Kevin Dolph
 ▶ Simon Hammerstein
 ▶ John Heminway
 ▶ Melanie Masarin

India Board  
of Trustees

 ▶ Sam Singh (Chair)

Thank you to our Royal Presidents, Patrons, 
Ambassadors, Trustees, staff and volunteers  
for another incredible and successful year of 

conservation. Long may it continue. 

Join Us

Visit elephant-family.org 
to learn more and sign up to our 
eNewsletter. Join the movement to 
protect the most awe-inspiring, 
magnificent animal on the planet.

We Are Family
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Elephant Family  
1A Redchurch Street  
London E2 7DJ 
United Kingdom 
T: +44 (0)20 7251 5099 

Elephant Family USA 
130 West 79th Street, 
16A, New York, NY 10024  
T: +1 914 563 6240

Elephant Family is a 
registered charity in  
England (no 1091671). 
Elephant Family US  
is a registered 501©3 
charity. EIN/TIN 4 
6-3085568.

Edited by Millie Kerr. 
Illustrations by  
Rebecca Campbell. 
Design by Ricky Wong. 
Photography by 
Elephant Family, Kalyan 
Varma, iStock and 
Alarmy images.

E: info@elephant-family.org  
W:www.elephant-family.org
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